
Above, left: A set of 4 Jenks Logo Licence plate 
bolts,  
Above, right: Black Logo Valve Caps 
Lower right:  Chrome Logo Valve Caps 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Introduction 
The standard bolts used to attach the license or number plate, as well as the stock valve caps are fine, but there is 
a better way! – Jenks’ “Logo” Bolts.  
All Jenks’ Logo Bolts feature a silver insert, bearing the Triumph logo, fitted into the head of the bolt. The logo is 
protected by a clear polycarbonate cover so it is fade, scratch and water proof, and looks just great! 
 

Valve Caps  
Our “Logo” Valve Cap Bolts are molded from a high quality polymer material with a  chrome or black graphite like finish.  A  
BUNA "O-Ring" is inserted above the internal thread for added air security and the Logo inserted into the top of the cap.  
Application 
For ALL Hinkley Triumph bikes, these distinctive valve caps are a smart replacement for the stock parts and are quickly and 
easily fitted.  
 

License / Number Plate Bolts 
Our License Plate “Logo” Bolts are machined from stainless steel, and then polished to a mirror bright finish before the 
distinctive logo is inserted into the top of the cap. They are supplied with stainless steel washers. 
 

Availability: 
LPB 02   Pack of two bolts LPB 04   Pack of four bolts 
 

Application 
For ALL Hinkley Triumph bikes, these brightly polished bolts are a smart replacement for the stock parts and are quickly and 
easily fitted.  
 

Installation 
Remove the standard part and replace with the Jenks’ “Logo Bolt” 
 

Made in the USA for:  
The Jenks Partnership Ltd. 
PO Box 1840, Salisbury, Wiltshire SP5 3AW, United Kingdom 
Phone: +44 1722 711 745 
e-mail: info@triumph-bonneville.com . 
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Instructions for: 
Jenks’ Bolts Logo Bolts  


